Mar 55 with Zeller -
1) Why separate operating group at Bremerhaven to work on merchant shipping under USNavy (or want it that way) when there is a no firm decision yet to do it that way. Zeller thinks NSA took weak position (90 & 06- Cmere Some I). This problem under consid for a year - proposed joint endeavor initially - Shinn turned down - but problem taken up again when I was in Wash in December.

2) Naval Party going well. I thinks learned more than we question of speed & accuracy of reporting

3) Should be NSA rep in Hdn (reporting to ) for liaison (on C/S/C matters) with Deed with tech details only. The man should be for policy matters with great detail remains to be done in C/S/C field. At one time Comins appeal to get access to but this seems to have been killed on a staff level in NSA. Dr wound up the representing US to. This causes confusion & lack of info - as interest what happened on C/S/C matter.
4) See if (a) Somebody in NSA HQ who should keep informed + (b) Get on disturb of USC13B minutes for matters of interest to Somebody in P/P probably should do this.